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i think it's great that you're considering making a tv show! i don't think i would ever want to do it but it looks like it's a great way to make money, create a career, and have a good time. good luck to you! i do not know any of these authors from my fiction reading but i just have a
feeling that comfort food and the heart has reasons are going to be some of the best reads of the year. i have read the heart has reasons, and i was absolutely floored! it was the first novel i had ever read where i felt i could really empathize with the characters. i'm sure comfort
food will be as good, if not better. thanks so much for your response! i am glad you like your book(s) too! i would love to chat with you about your books. feel free to hit me up on my tumblr account, wesassmacaroni, or twitter @wesleymacaroni! also, i love your name! i thought
that i had only read two books by you and this i've enjoyed more than both of them. i have heard good things about comfy food kitty thomas. i also really loved wishing on a witch, and i will have to check out the heart has reasons. it's tough for me to really connect with series

books, but this one really did it for me! i loved that she was a female and felt like a woman again. i hadn't felt that in some time. love the feeling of being a strong woman, of taking charge of your own life, but being able to get the support of a strong man when you need it. thanks
so much for your response! i am glad you like your book(s) too! i would love to chat with you about your books. feel free to hit me up on my tumblr account, wesassmacaroni, or twitter @wesleymacaroni! also, i love your name! i thought that i had only read two books by you and

this i've enjoyed more than both of them. i have heard good things about comfy food kitty thomas.
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this was the first novel i've ever read by ms. thomas. after reading how sexy, emotional, and heartfelt her characters are, i was a little scared. i was scared to see that people were going to be up close and personal to all sorts of creatures that usually aren't in fiction. i'm glad that i
didn't scare off and i wasn't disturbed by the dark side that was displayed within the story. this was the best book i have ever read because i could relate with it. the main character was very realistic with his demeanor and it had everything that a romance novel needs to be

successful. i was captivated by the story because i wasn't expecting it. ms. thomas does have a way of making you feel that you can relate with the main characters. this was the first ms. thomas novel i've ever read and when i saw all the positive comments from other reviewers i
knew i would have to read it immediately. i'm so glad i did. i am very excited about her next book, the third one in the series, it will be out in the first quarter of 2012. omg,i'm dying to read this and escape from paradise! yay! i would've never guessed you would pick these, but

they're all on my to read list as well! i love the classic ncis suspense yay for the romance lovers in us!! on the subject of women in power.. i couldn't help but notice the character in the thread "pt 1 of 2: i'm a woman who's felt like an outsider in traditional marriage because there
are so many men out there who seem threatened by women in power? i've only been married twice, and both times ended because i found it extremely difficult to leave my writing/tv/tv career for a man who didn't support me fully and secretly seems frustrated that i'm a

successful, self-made woman. i was going to continue the series, but i'm so anxious to read this! and yes, i'd be interested in knowing what makes him act that way? i can see why you'd be attracted to this character. if you'd like to talk, i'm on twitter (thequeenofsee). 5ec8ef588b
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